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Abstract 
Here we consider the generic hyperplane section, S, of a curve C c P” such that every secant 
line to C is a multisecant line. We give several results on the postulation and the index of 
regularity of S. We show that several groups cannot arise as monodromy groups for the family 
of hyperplane sections of C 
0. Introduction 
Let C c P”+ ’ be an integral curve. Several properties of C can be proved using the 
properties of a general hyperplane section, S, of C. In this paper we consider mainly 
the “bad” case in which every secant line to C is at least a trisecant line of C. This 
cannot occur in characteristic 0 [lo]. Hence in this paper everything is defined over an 
algebraically closed field K with p: = char(K) > 0. In this “bad” case S has the 
following very weak “uniformity” property (called linear semi-unform position in [ 11): 
for every integer i with 1 5 i I n all the i-dimensional linear spaces panned by points 
of S contain the same number (call it u(i, S) or u(i)) of point of S; the “bad” case is when 
u( 1) > 2. The easier case “u( 1) = 2 but u(i) > i + 1 for some i < n” was considered (and 
essentially solved) in [2]. 
In the first section we assume only that S is a finite subset of P” in linear 
semi-uniform position. We obtain bounds for the postulation and the index of 
regularity of S see Section 1.2). In Section 2 we consider the monodromy group, G, for 
the family of hyperplane sections. The group G acts 2-transitively as permutation 
group of S (see e.g. proofs in [S] or [16, proof of Corollary 1.61, or reduction to the 
cases consider there). All the finite 2-transitive permutation groups are known [8]. In 
section 2 we show that many of them cannot arise as monodromy groups (see 
Theorem 2.2). As a byproduct we obtain strong restrictions on the “linear” and 
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“incidence” structure of S (even on card(S)) (see Remark 2.3). In Section 3 we prove 
a major theorem on the monodromy group of the generic hyperplane section of 
a smooth curve, C, of genus g 2 2 (see Theorem 3.1) when p > 2. Since this mono- 
dromy group is at least the alternating group, a general hyperplane section of C has 
the uniform position property; this implies for instance that the Hilbert function &J of 
such hyperplane section has the following convexity property “q5(a + b) 2 min(d, b(a) 
+ 4(b) - 1)“. In section 4 we show (see Remark 4.1) that the set of all very strange 
curves is, in a suitable sense, a very small subset of the set of all strange curves. Indeed 
(see Theorem 4.2), if U is a cone surface we show that any family of very strange curves 
with U as union of tangent lines has dimension at most 7. In the last section we collect 
a few remarks on S which clarify the picture for S when d is large and C is in P3. 
1. Syzygies of points in linear semi-uniform position 
In this section S is just assumed to be any finite subset of P", n 2 2, in linear 
semi-uniform position (with the terminology of Cl]); let {u(i, S))1_ci5n or just 
{u(i)}, si<n be the invariants of S, i.e. let u(i) be the number of points of S contained in 
every i-dimensional linear subspace of P" spanned by points of S. Fix any P E S. For 
every integer i with 1 < i I n, define the number u(i)’ by the relation 
(u(l) - l)u(i)’ = u(i + 1) - 1. (1) 
The image, s’, of S\ { P} under the projection from P onto a hyperplane H with P $ H 
is a set in linear semi-uniform position with invariants {u(i)‘} (with the degenerate case 
n = 2 corresponding to u(l)’ points on a line); this remark implies in particular that the 
numbers u(i)’ are integers. Set u’(i): = u(i)‘. For all integers i, a, with a > 0, i > 0, 
1 I i + a < n, define inductively u’+l(i) by ua+l(i): = u’(i)‘, i.e. by the relation 
(u”(1) - 1)u ‘+l(i) = u’(i + 1) - 1. 
Hence, for all integers i, a with a 2 0 and i + a < n we have 
(2) 
(u(a + 1) - u(u))u ‘+l(i) = u(u + i + 1) - u(a + i). (3) 
Among the elementary numerical results on the possible families of integers 
{u(i)} 15 i <n, we give explicitly only one (Proposition 1 .l), because it is the best we can 
do using matroid theory; indeed, it is just the translation in our setting of the easy part 
of a result on matroid chain groups. 
Let W be a finite set with W # 8; let I be a family of subsets of I with 8 E I and such 
that if A E I and B G A, then B E I; such a pair ( W, I) is called an independence space. 
An independence set (W, Z) is called a matroid with W as support if it satisfies the 
following exchange axiom (E**): 
(E**) For every A E I, B E Z with card(A) = card(B) + 1 there is x E A 
with x$B and Bu(x} EZ. 
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In a finite linear space we may take as family I the family of all linearly independent 
subsets; such a type of matroid is called chain group matroid. In particular we may 
consider S as a chain group matroid. The following result is just the easy implication 
in the statement of a theorem of Edmons [7, Theorem 18.51. 
Propositions 1.1. Assume that S is the disjoint union of k subsets of I, i.e. the disjoint 
union of k linearly independent subsets and that k is the minimal integer with this 
property. Then u(i) I ki. 
On the index of regularity i(S) of S we have the following upper bound. 
Proposition 1.2. Let S c P” be a jinite subset in linear semi-uniform position with 
invariants {u(i)}. Then S has index ofregularity i(S) I X1505nua(1) = XIqa&u(a + 1) 
- u(a))l(r(a) - $a - 1)). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n, starting from the “empty” case n = 1; alterna- 
tively, the inductive step gives also a proof for the case n = 2. Fix P E S. The image, S’, 
of S\{ P} under the projection from P onto a hyperplane H with P $ H is a set in linear 
semi-uniform position with invariants {u’(i)} defined by the relation (1). Fix homo- 
geneous coordinates x0, . . . ,x, on P” with P = (1; 0; . . . ; 0) and H = {x0 = O}. For 
every r EK\{O} define n, E Aut(P”) by rc,((xo; xl; . . . ;x,J: = (rxo; xl; . . ..x.) (a 
homolography). Since Hilb(P”) is complete, the set of all X,(S) has a limit, T, for 
z going to 0. T is the disjoint union of P and a zero-dimensional scheme Y with 
Yred = S’ and such that for every x ES’ the connected component of Y with support 
x is the subscheme of the line, [P, x], spanned by P and x, with length u(l) - 1. By 
semicontinuity we have i(S) < i(Y). Applying u(l) - 1 times the Horace method (as 
for instance in several proofs in [4]) we obtain i(Y) < u( 1) + i(S). Hence the thesis 
follows applying to S’ the inductive assumption. 0 
2. Monodromy groups 
The aim of this section is to use the classification of 2-transitive finite permutation 
groups to give very strong nonexistence theorems for the monodromy group, G, of the 
generic hyperplane section of very strange curves in PN, N 2 3. For its more refined 
form this classification uses the classification of finite simple groups (at least in 
a weaker form, i.e. with more assumptions on the classified objects). A notation: we 
denote by r a prime and by p a power of r; we allow both the cases r = p and r # p. We 
will use often in this paper the following useful result (a “key lemma”) whose proof is 
exactly the same as the one of the 2-transitivity of the monodromy group G for very 
strange curves (i.e. the same as the proof of [16, Corollary 1.61). 
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Lemma 2.1. Let C c P”+ ’ be a very strange curve and S c H r P” a generic hyperplane 
section of C;Jix an integer t with 2 < t I n. The monodromy group G acts transitively 
on the set of subsets of S formed by t points spanning a linear space of dimension 
t- 1. 
Recall (see e.g. [S, Proposition 5.21, or [18, p. 2021 or [19]) that the socle (i.e. the 
minimal normal subgroup) of any 2-transitive group is either elementary abelian or 
simple. Let N be the socle of G. First we will give a few remarks for the case “N 
elementary abelian”. Then we will consider the case “N simple” obtaining Theorem 
2.2. We believe that Theorem 2.1 is a very strong nonexistence result. 
Assume N elementary abelian, hence N z (Z/rZ)’ for a prime r and an integers t. 
Furthermore, N acts sharply transitively on S; r’ = d and S has the abstract incidence 
structure of a space of dimension t cover F,.. Hence the linear structure of S is uniquely 
determined by the prime r and the family (v(i)}, si$n of n integers with v(i) = raci) for 
suitable integers a(i), 1 I i I n. It is known [16, Example 2.3.2.1 that for every integer 
m > 0 there are examples of such affine spaces as general hyperplane sections of 
a rational singular complete intersection with r = p and with v(i) = pm’ for every i with 
i < n; taking general projections into P” of these examples (constructed, say, in Pb with 
b > n) we get also examples with a(i) = mi if 1 < i < n and a(n) = mb. The case in 
which G is solvable was completely classified by Huppert [ 15, Theorem 19.111. Later, 
it was classified also the nonsolvable case. However we do not know how to prove the 
nonexistence of some of these potential monodromy groups. By (2) for every j with 
0 < j < n - 1, we have 
,a(i) _ rU(- 1) divides ,.a(j+ 1) _ @). (4) 
From now on in this section we consider the case in which N is simple. It is known 
(see e.g. [S, pp. 8 and 9]), that, under the inclusion of N into Aut(N) with images the 
inner automorphisms of N, the monodromy group G satisfies: N E G E Aut(N). To 
have a feeling of the sharpness of Theorem 2.1 the reader should see the table in [C, p. 
81, with the list of all possible N. We will use also the fact (see e.g. [C, Notes 2 on p. 
lo]) that N acts with the same order of transitivity as G, except in two relevant cases, 
PSL(2, q) (q odd) and PSL (2,8). 
Theorem 2.2. Let C c PN, N = n + 1 2 3, be a very strange nondegenerate curve. The 
following simple groups cannot arise as socle of the monodromy group, G, of the generic 
hyperplane section C: 
(1) PSU(3, p) (hence with d = P3 + l), 
(2) Z&(0), 0 = 2 2a+ P3 + > 2 (hence with d = co2 + 1) (the Suzuki group), 
(3) ‘G2(w), w = 32b+1 > 3 (hence with d = co3 + 1) (the Ree group), 
(4) HS (Higman-Sims) (hence with d = 176), 
(5) Co, (one of the Conway groups) (hence with d = 276), 
(6) Mj, j = 11, 23 or 24, with d = j (some of the Mathieu groups). 
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Proof. First we consider the cases (2) and (3) of the Suzuki and Ree groups. In both 
cases we have card(N) = d(d - l)(w - 1) ( see e.g. [9, Table 6, p. XVI]). Hence by 
Lemma 2.1 N # G and card(G/N) must be large. However in both cases Aut(G/N) 
was computed by Steinberg in [17] and we have card(Aut(G/N)) I 2.(2a + 1) 
and card(Aut(G/N)) = 2b + 1 in the two cases (see either [17] or, for the statement, 
[9, Table 5, p. XVI]). 
Now we consider case (l), i.e. N = PSU(3, p). In this case the monodromy action of 
N as permutation group is just the action as Hermitian automorphism on a Hermitian 
plane curve, T, over the finite field Fp (this curve being also called a Fermat curve). See 
[ll, Chapters 5 and 7, Section 31 for the geometry of T. We have 
card(N) = (p” + l)p3(pz - 1)/(3,p + 1) ( see [9, Table 6, p. XVI], or [ll, pp. 
420-4211. Let N” be the stabilizer in N of two points (defined over F’) of T. Hence 
card(N”) = (p2 + 1)/(3, p + 1). Since Aut(N)/N has order 2 ([17] or [9, Table 5, p. 
XVI]), we conclude using Lemma 2.1. 
Now we consider HS (Case (4)) and CoJ (case (5)). Just to fix the notations we 
assume n = 2, the case n 2 3 being much easier. (HS) Here we have d - 1 = 175, hence 
either u(1) = 6 and u(1)’ = 35 or u(1) = 7 and o(l)’ = 25. Note ([9, Table 6, p. XVI]), 
that ord(RS) = le4820.21.22 and that [9, p. SO], Aut(RS)/RS has order 2. Hence in 
both case the stabilizer of u(l) points cannot acct transitively on the remaining ones 
because card(Aut(RS)) is divisible neither by 17 nor by 13. 
(Co,) Here d = 276, hence u(l) = 6 and u(l)’ = 37. Since every automorphism of 
Co, in inner [9, p. 1341, the proof of the case G = RS works even in this case. 
Case (6) The Mathieu groups Mj, j = 11, 12,23 or 24) are excluded if u(l) > 2 
because they are at least 3 transitive. Assume u(1) = 2 (hence u(2) > 3 by [16, Theorem 
2.51). Consider a general projection, C’, of C into PN-l by a point of C. Note that C’ 
has ~(1, C’) = ~(2, C) - 1 > 2, and deg (C’) = deg(C) - 1. By the non existence results 
obtained by the classification we get a contradiction. q . 
Remarks 2.3. Note that by Theorem 2.1 there is a very strong restriction on 
d := deg(C) for a very strange curve C even if the socle N of G is simple: either 
d=(p”\l)/(p-1)forsomea,ord=22’-1+2’-1,ord=22’-1-22’-1forsomeaor 
t, or d = 11, 12,22 or 28 (and of course if d = 11,12,22 or 28 p must be very low). 
For an example of PGL(2,q) as monodromy group of a smooth (hence nonstrange) 
space curve, see [ 16, Example 2.151. 
3. On the Hilhert function of plane sections of space curves 
In this section we prove a major theorem on the monodromy group of the generic 
hyperplane section, S, of a smooth curve, C, of genus g 2 2 (see Theorem 3.1) when 
p > 2. Since this monodromy group is at least the alternating group, a general 
hyperplane section of C has the uniform position property (see [R], Corollary 1.8). It 
is well-known that the uniform position property has several consequences for the 
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Hilbert function, 4, of S. For instance the uniform position property implies that 
4 has the following “convexity property”: $(a + b) 2 min(d, 4(a) + 4(b) - 1)“. 
Theorem 3.1. Assume p := char(K) > 2. Let C c P”, n L 3, be a smooth degree 
d nondegenerate curve of genus g L 2. Then the monodromy group, G, of C is the full 
symmetric group &. 
We stress that to obtain the uniform position property it is sufficient o prove that 
G contains Ad (hence the last step of the proof of Theorem 3.1 given below is not 
necessary to answer this question). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. (a) Taking a general projection we reduce to the case n = 3. 
(b) By a theorem of Lluis (see for instance [14, Lemma 4]), C is not strange. By 
a theorem of Kaji (see Cl23 or [13]) a general tangent line of C is tangent only at one 
point of C. Hence G contains Ad except in the exceptional case by [R, Proposition 
2.141. 
(c) By the quoted theorem of Kaji and [16, Theorem 2.101, G is not contained in A,,. 
Hence by part (a) we have G = S,,. Theorem 2.10 in [16] is stated slightly incorrectly 
(J. Rathmann, personal E-mail communication of 28 November 1988), but since C is 
smooth the statement and proof of this theorem holds true without modifications.0. 
4. A rigidity theorem 
In this section we will prove that the set of all very strange curves in P” with a fixed 
tangent surface cannot contain families with dimension larger than 7 (Theorem 4.2). 
Note that since the tangent surface (call it U) is a cone with as vertex, v, the strange 
point of any curve with U as union of its tangent lines, every such strange curve varies 
at least in a one-parameter family obtained applying the family of Aut(U) given by the 
homothety with vertex v. We stress the following consequence of this theorem. 
Remark 4.1. By the construction of strange curves given in [3] (which was obtained 
using the ideas and the construction in [6]) Theorem 4.2 below shows that the set of 
all very strange curves in U is a very small subset of the set all strange curves in U. 
Theorem 4.2. Let U c P”, n 2 3, be an integral nondegenerate surface which is a cone; 
call v the vertex of U. Let T c Hilb(U) an integral variety parametrizing very strange 
curves contained in U and with v as strange point. Then dim(T) I 6 if v(1) > 2, 
dim(T) I 7 ifv(1) = 2. 
Proof. If v( 1) > 2, take a general projection in P3. Assume v(1) = 2 (hence v(2) > 3 by 
[16, Theorem 2.51); first take a general projection into P4; fix a general point w E U 
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and consider only the codimension 1 family of curves in T and passing through w; then 
project into P3 from w. In this way we reduce to the case n = 3, o(l) > 2. Assume 
dim(T) > 6. Let d be the degree of any curve parameterized by T. Fix two general 
points, P and P’, of U. Since dim(T) 2 3 we may find an integral positive dimensional 
family, T”, of very strange curves containing {P, P’}. Since P and P’ are general, their 
span is a line, L, not in U. Hence any two curves in T” have the same intersection with 
L. This gives easily that for any 2 curves C and C’, in T the set CnC"\{u} contains 
R n C for every line R with u # R and card(R n C n C') 2 2. Note that the every point of 
Cn C'\{u}, C and C’ have a common length q subscheme. Take two general hyper- 
planes, H and H’, 3 general points P(i), 1 I i I 3, of UnH and 3 general points P’(i), 
1 I i I 3, of UnH'. Since dim(T) > 6 we may find two curves, D and D’, containing 
all the points P(i)‘s and P’(i)‘s. Since q > 1, v(l) and u(2) > 2u(l) we obtain easily (using 
the key lemma 2.1) that the scheme (DnD')/{u} has length > d2. Taking a general 
projection of D and D’ into a plane, we get a contradiction by Bezout theorem. 0 
5. Plane sections of very strange space curves 
Now we fix a very strange curve C c P3 with invariants u(l) and d: = u(2): = 
deg(C). Let T be the cone union of the tangent lines of C. Set s:= deg(T). Let 
H a general plane; set S: = CnH and B:= TnH; B is integral; let G be the 
monodromy group of the generic plane section of C. Let CJ be the first integer such that 
S is contained in a plane curve of degree a. 
Remark 5.1. We claim that a general curve of degree 0 containing S in integral. 
Assume that this is not the case. This implies that H’(H, Is, &)) has a fixed compon- 
ent, say A, with deg(A) < r~. By the transitivity of the action of G on S either S c A or 
Sn A = 0. Both cases contradict the minimality of 0. 
Remark 5.2. Assume d > 02. Then by Remark 5.1 we have h”(H, Is, &)) = 1; further- 
more, for every integer t with t 2 (r and or < d every degree-t plane curve containing 
S has as component he unique degree r~ curve, B’, containing S. This gives a bound for 
the postulation of S much better than any bound we are able to prove assuming only 
that S is a finite set in lienar semi-uniform position. 
Remark 5.3. Assume d > s2. By Remark 5.2 we have s = IJ and B = B’. 
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